[DNA ploidy determination with flow cytometry, Ki-67 index and overexpression of p53 protein in 121 T1 superficial bladder carcinomas. Retrospective studies. Part II: Prognostic value and usefulness in the indication for prophylactic treatment with BCG].
Evaluate the utility of Ki-67 label index, p53 expression and flow cytometry-DNA ploidy in the selection of groups to be treated with prophylactic BCG and the prognostic value compared with the classic variables (grade, lymphatic permeation, multiplicity, volume, primary). 121 superficial bladder tumors T1. 10% Cut-off level for Ki-67 and p53. Aneuplody is defined as a tumor with DNA index different of 1 or more than 20% in G2-M phase. 71 (58.7%) received BCG. In uni and multivariate analysis positivity to Ki-67 is correlated with recurrence. Progression is correlated with lymphatic permeation (p .0003), volume (p .016), ploidy (p .022) and positivity to p53 (p .007). In multivariate analysis, volume and positivity to p53 are independent variables. None were of utility to prevent recurrence, but Ki-67 positive or aneuploid treated tumors had less progression (p .025 and p .009 respectively). The p53 negative treated tumors had less progression too. Only Ki-67 is correlated with tumoral recurrence. P53 and tumor volume are correlated with stage progression. If the results are confirmed with bigger series, the Ki-67 positive and/or aneuploid tumors would obtain benefits of prophylactic treatment with BCG.